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Le Sacrilège 

"Bars and More"

Le Sacrilege is an eventful bar. They invite a lot of musicians from in and

around Canada to come and enchant the audience with their

performances. That's what makes the bar so unique- its live music

tradition. They have special days where the bar serves various beers on

tap such as Belle Guelle and Boreal, and they even have an interesting

selection of wines. You could not ask for a better break from reality.

 +1 418 649 1985  www.lesacrilege.net/  sacrilege93@yahoo.com  447 rue St-Jean, Quebec City

QC
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@shotsoflouis on Unsplash   

Bar L'Inox 

"Local Brewery"

This large pub is one of the few brew-pubs in Quebec City, and is located

in the Vieux-Port, a short walk from museums and antique shops. Some of

the 11 beers served here at Bar L'Inox are quite unique, especially the

maple syrup brew. The pub is the perfect place to enjoy a European

hotdog along with a cold pint. During the summer, the terrace is one of

the most popular in the city. Brews include the Trois de Pique rousse and

the ominously named Débâcle, which is available only in the spring.

 +1 418 692 2877  www.inox.qc.ca/  info@inox.qc.ca  655 Grande Allée Est,

Quebec City QC

 by divya_   

La Cage aux Sports 

"Cheer For Your Favorite Team"

La Cage aux Sports is a chain of sport bars, that has several outlets

throughout the city of Quebec and beyond. This location in Lebourgneuf is

known for its great selection of beers along with delicious bar food that

consists of salads, sandwiches, nachos, cheese sticks, burgers and a lot

more. The TVs are always playing sports, and the crowd can get lively

during some games.

 +1 418 622 0555  www.cage.ca/lebourgneuf  sports@cage.ca  5540 Boulevard des Gradins,

Lebourgneuf, Quebec City

QC
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